
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOVIE SNOWPIERCER

Hegemony on a Train, The Mise-en-scÃ¨ne of a Class based System. Bong Joon-hoâ€™s Snowpiercer takes place
after a man made mass extinction left the world in a new ice age and now the last of humanity survives on an ark like
train that eternally travels across the globe.

And yes, it is about economic inequality. Buy Study Guide The film begins by telling the story of an attempt
to counteract global warming by engineering climate patterns with a chemical called CW7. This is particularly
symbolic, as while those at the back starve, those at the front party and do drugs. Not long into the class, the
teacher pulls a gun on the revolutionaries and begins shooting, but Grey, one of the revolutionaries, promptly
kills her. Seventeen years have passed since the world froze over, and various people tried raids and failed to
overthrow the Powers That Be, none of them getting more than a few cars forward. The wrong way: Thinking
Namgoong Minsoo provides a solution. We have no problem with accepting the fictional reality of the movie,
so we can believe the characters are really on the train going through some tricky parts of its line, and we get
ample thrills and excitement as a result. His daughter is clairvoyant, a foreknowledge which might trump her
lack of experience in the outside world. This is a smart, compelling science fiction filmâ€”about a train that
travels through a frozen future landscapeâ€”which can intrigue us with its futuristic setting at the beginning
and then pull our attention into its thrilling journey packed with interesting sights until it arrives at the
powerful finale where we come to care about not only what has happened during the characters' journey but
also what will happen next at their arrival point. The right way: Not taking this South Korean sci-fi
post-apocalyptic thriller too seriously but seeing Big Themes that are if you look closely really there. These
kids have never known what it was like to step on the earth. Plus the brilliance of casting Chris Evans as
Curtis. As previously mentioned, the film can be related to the theory of Marxism, and the protagonist, Curtis,
the main instigator of the revolution, can be viewed as the epitome of the marxist revolutionary. The movie
hurls us into a bloody mayhem at one point, and then it amazes us with what is inside some of the
compartments, and then it ambushes us with more unexpected things in other compartments. The more we
advance with them, the more we feel that the stakes are high for everyone involved in the conflict inside the
train, and we also come to see that not every character is completely safe in this tumultuous situation as the
movie ruthlessly rolling them on its unpredictable plot. The right way: As a parable of Darwinian economic
and political determinism. The group ends up in a school car where children parrot adulation for Wilford back
to their teacher, an exceptionally cheerful pregnant woman. But this is not a film made for an audience
expecting a classic Hollywood narrative. In his earlier films, Bong has demonstrated a knack for taking
standard generic premises and twisting them around in new and unusual ways that entertain genre expectations
while subverting them at every turn. This area is clearly symbolic of the lower classes of the world, more
specially relating to the slums in the third world. There are two ways to understand Snowpiercer, the right way
and the wrong way. I must confess that I had underestimated Chris Evans before watching his electrifying
performance in " Puncture " , and this film confirms for me that he can do a lot more than playing Captain
America. Otherwise, know this is for people who have seen the film. If the name "Gilliam" set off a little
tremor of excitement when you heard it that is no accident because, with its combination of startling visuals, a
head-spinning storyline and oddball characters that don't always conform to their presumed parameters,
"Snowpiercer" is a film definitely in the vein of the works of the great Terry Gilliam , especially his landmark
" Brazil " which, funnily enough, also had a distributor that was originally unwilling to release it without
massive cuts. Further on, we pass several carriages where the residents of the front live.


